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The tradition in syntax alled Government and Binding (GB) theory has been transformed by Chomsky
(1995b) and following work, with a number of rather di erent, sustained e orts to keep stru tures
and me hanisms to a minimum, avoiding the notion of `government', for example, and preferring
me hanisms that an be motivated by phonologi al or semanti requirements. The simpler stru ture
of these re ent `Minimalist' proposals has fa ilitated algebrai and logi al studies, situating these
proposals with respe t to other traditions. Some of these developments are very brie y reviewed here.
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Theoreti al developments
As dis ussed in Higginbotham (1997, x3.1), GB theory provides onstituent stru ture with the me h-

anisms of X-bar theory: proje ting ea h head of ategory X to an intermediate phrase X' that may
ontain a omplement phrase YP, so that X' = [X,YP℄, and then proje ting X further to a maximal
proje tion XP that may ontain a spe i er phrase ZP, so that XP=[ZP,X'℄. Following Muysken (1982)
and others, Chomsky (1995a, 2007) observes that this theory simply en odes the fa t that ertain
properties of phrases X' and XP are determined by the ategory of the head X. So rather than propagating a ategory label to ea h proje tion, it suÆ es to let the head itself be the label. In a omplex
ontaining two elements X; Y , the label an be indi ated by putting it rst in an ordered pair hX; Y i,
ommonly written in the Minimalist literature with the set-theoreti notation fX; fX; Y gg. In su h a
omplex, we say that the element or ategory X `proje ts', and that Y is `maximal' in the sense that
it does not proje t here.1 (The order of elements in the pair is not generally the same as the order in
whi h the elements are pronoun ed, as dis ussed in x1.2 below.)
Chomsky (2007) notes that in GB theory and its immediate ante edents, a stru ture is built
and then su essively modi ed in \ ve separate y les: X-bar theory proje ting D-stru ture, overt
operations yielding S-stru ture, overt operations yielding LF, and ompositional mappings to [sensorymotor℄ and [ on eptual℄ interfa es." But in re ent proposals, stru ture is built in a single sequen e of
operations, with ea h step simply extending the omplexes built by earlier steps. In some proposals,
ertain steps form phrases whi h are phases, with omplements that be ome available for pronun iation
and interpretation and hen e unavailable for further stru ture-manipulation in the syntax (Chomsky,
2004; Uriagereka, 1999). The basi stru ture building operation, Merge, is usually des ribed with two
ases.2 External merge (EM) simply takes two elements X; Y and pairs them to produ e fX; fX; Y gg.
When Y is already part of X , another similar operation is possible, one whi h merges a opy of Y
individuated by referen e to its position in X ; this operation is a movement of Y , now more often alled
internal merge (IM). That is, an IM step is usually regarded as produ ing a multidominan e stru ture.
Using oindexing to indi ate this multidominan e, if we write X [Yi ℄ to indi ate that X properly ontains
an o urren e of Yi , then IM applies to X [Yi ℄ and Yi to produ e the pair fX [Yi ℄; fX [Yi ℄; Yi gg.3
With this perspe tive on movement, Chomsky suggests that human languages are designed to
balan e two pressures, namely, to keep arguments adja ent to predi ates, and to expli itly mark
dis ourse and s opal properties. \Language seeks to satisfy the duality in the optimal way, EM serving
one fun tion and IM the other," Chomsky (2008, pp.140-1) says, \The orrelation is reasonably lose,
and perhaps would be found to be perfe t if we understood enough."
1 Obviously,

if properties of X; Y determine whi h is the label of the omplex they form, then while the notation

fX; fX; Y gg is redundant (Collins, 2002; Chomsky, 1995b, p.243), the notation fX; Y g is inexpli it. So it is no surprise

that Chomsky (1995b, p.246) also onsiders a third option, \It is natural, then, to take the label of [the omplex℄ K
[formed from and ℄ to be not itself, but rather H(K), a de ision that leads to te hni al simpli ation. Assuming so,
we take K=fH(K),f ; gg where H(K) is the head of . . . " This introdu tion uses the most ommon, expli itly labeled
set theoreti pair fX; fX; Y gg, without exploring the many variants of these views in the literature.
2 Other ases of merge have been proposed. `Pair Merge' is a a kind of adjun tion operation (Chomsky, 2004). `Parallel
Merge' has been proposed to handle oordination and ertain other onstru tions (Citko, 2005). And a `Sidewards Merge'
operation has also been proposed (Nunes, 2001). We leave these aside here.
3 The multidominan e stru tures usually proposed are like trees ex ept that some elements an be immediately
dominated by more than one node; so they are unordered, dire ted, a y li , labeled graphs. Kra ht (2008) provides a
areful analysis.

There are many di erent proposals about the onditions under whi h a sequen e of Merge steps
yields a omplete, well-formed derivation, determined in part by features of the lexi al items, onditions
on the result (interfa e onditions), and various kinds of least e ort onditions. There are also various
di erent proposals about how the derived expression is pronoun ed and interpreted, determined in
part by the phoneti properties of the lexi al elements and the operations that a e t them. Obviously,
the real ontent of ea h parti ular theory is in these details; we brie y and informally survey a few of
them here and then mention some formal assessments.

1.1 Features

In GB theory, Wh-movement is triggered by a (possibly empty) omplementizer with a +Wh feature
(Higginbotham, 1997, x6). In Minimalism, the triggering head is often alled a probe, the moving
element is alled a goal, and there are various proposals about the relations among the features that
trigger synta ti e e ts. Chomsky (1995b, p.229) begins with the assumption that features represent
requirements whi h are he ked and deleted when the requirement is met. This rst assumption is
modi ed almost immediately so that only a proper subset of the features, namely the `formal,' `uninterpretable' features, are deleted by he king operations in a su essful derivation (Collins, 1997;
Chomsky, 1995b, x4.5). Another idea is that ertain features, in parti ular the features of ertain fun tional ategories, may be initially unvalued, be oming valued by entering into appropriate stru tural
on gurations with other elements (Chomsky, 2008; Hiraiwa, 2005). And some re ent work adopts the
view that features are never deleted (Chomsky, 2007, p.11). These issues remain unresolved.
There is also the substantive question: what are the synta ti features? What properties of lexi al
items and of omplexes is the derivation sensitive to? Some early work in Minimalism stays lose
to GB theory, assuming ategorial features N (noun), V (verb), A (adje tive), P (preposition), T
(tense), D (determiner), and so on, with additional features for agreement (often alled  features):
Person, Number, Gender,. . . , and for movement: Wh, Case, Fo us,. . . . Re ent work has anatomized
these features and provided additional stru ture. Analysis of traditional ategorial features in terms
of more basi properties V, N, originally suggested in the GB era (Chomsky, 1970), has been
developed further (Baker, 2003). And the features impli ated in overt movement of elements to phrase
edges (formerly sometimes alled `li ensors') seem to have distin tive synta ti and semanti properties
(Rizzi, 1997; Rizzi, 2004; Chomsky, 2004; Boe kx, 2008b). Finally, developing earlier ideas about basi
lausal requirements en oded in an `extended proje tion prin iple' (Chomsky, 1981; Chomsky, 1982),
the spe ial features triggering movement (`EPP') are now often distinguished from the rest (Chomsky,
2000b; Boe kx, 2008a). The presen e or absense of these features is similar to the `strong' or `weak'
features of GB theories.

1.2 Linear order

In GB theory, the linear order of pronoun ed elements in a synta ti stru ture is typi ally assumed
to vary from one language to another even at D-stru ture. For example, English grammar might
in lude (perhaps as part of `Case Theory') the stipulation that heads pre ede their omplements,
and the stipulation that subje ts pre ede verb phrases; these are fundamental parameters of language
variation (Koopman, 1983; Travis, 1984; Chomsky, 1982, pp.9-11, for example). Kayne (1994) takes a
very di erent approa h. Greenberg (1963) observes that ertain onstituent orders are rare, a ross all
languages. For example, while the neutral order subje t-verb-obje t
(SVO) is fairly ommon, OSV, VOS and OVS are very rare. And onsidering the orders of (1)
demonstrative, (2) numeral, (3) adje tive, and (4) noun in noun phases, the order 1234 is quite ommon,
but some orders are unattested: 2134, 2143, 2413, 4213, 3124, and 3142. Re ent studies on rm these
observations (Cinque, 2005; Hawkins, 1983). Kayne proposes that some of these regularities may
be due in part to a very simple stru tural fa t: universally, heads take omplements on the right and
spe i ers on their left. If a verb underlyingly takes its obje t as omplement on its right, and its subje t
as spe i er on its left (Koopman and Sporti he, 1991), and if all movement is to spe i er position, on
the left, then while all orders an still be derived, some orders will require more steps in their derivation
than others.4 Noting that linear order is needed only at the PF interfa e, Chomsky (1995a, x4.8) also
proposes adopting some variant of Kayne's proposal. With this kind of view, the parameters of word
4 This

motivation for underlying SVO order is ritiqued by Abels and Neeleman (2006) and Stabler (2010).

order variation in grammar are determined stru turally, for example, by the properties of (sometimes
empty) fun tional elements in the lexi on that may trigger movements.
With Kayneian assumptions, a moved element Yi will be pronoun ed before X [Yi ℄ in the pair
fX [Yi ℄; fX [Yi ℄; Yi gg, at the `left edge' be ause it is in a spe i er position. As for the lower o urren e
of Yi in X [Yi ℄, alled the `tra e' position in GB theory, usually it is not pronoun ed at all. But in
ertain ases, it seems that the tra e is interpreted as if it were in its original position (Higginbotham,
1997, x6), and in ertain `partial movement' and `overt opying' onstru tions, a moved element (or
parts of it) is apparently pronoun ed more than on e (Boskovi and Nunes, 2007), as in the Vata (1a)
from Koopman (1983), the Yoruba (1b) from Kobele (2006), the German (1 ) from M Daniel (2004),
and the Portuguese (1d) from Martins (2007):
saka
(1) a. li a li-da zue
eat we eat-past yesterday ri e
`We ATE ri e yesterday'
b. Ri-ra adie ti Jimo ra adie
buying hi ken rel Jimo buy hi ken
`the fa t that Jimo bought hi ken'
. Wen glaubt Hans wen Jakob gesehen hat?
whom thinks Hans whome Jakob seen has
`Who does Hans think Jakob saw?'
d. Sabes se/que
ele vem a
festa, sabes
know-2sg whether/that he omes to-the party know-2sg
`You do know whether he is oming to the party'
There has been some ontroversy about whether VP ellipsis, slui ing and other onstru tions also,
at least sometimes, involve deletion of a full synta ti opy (Dalrymple, Shieber, and Pereira, 1991;
Fiengo and May, 1995). Noti e for example that, in at least some English diale ts, pronun iation of
the parenthesized phrase is fairly natural in (2a), to overtly express what has been ellided, while it is
very unnatural with the non- opies in (2b):
(2) a. John went to the store, and Mary did too (go to the store)
b. John went to the store, and Mary did too (?go out, ?buy gro eries).
Empiri al and formal studies of these onstru tions are ongoing (Mer hant, 2003; Kehler, 2002; Johnson, 2008).

1.3 Least e ort and lo ality for IM and Agree

In GB theory, it is assumed that maximal proje tions and heads an both move, subje t to ertain
lo ality onditions. Heads an only move to the ` losest' head position in a ertain sense, and maximal
proje tions annot move a ross more than one 'bounding node' or `barrier'. In early Minimalist
proposals, there are various proposals of a similar nature: the `shortest move onstraint' (Chomsky,
1995b, x3.2) and the `minimal link ondition' (Chomsky, 1995b, x4.5), et . More re ent work introdu es
`phases' whi h like the `bounding nodes' of GB theory provide absolute bounds of a ertain sort
(Chomsky, 2001; Chomsky, 2000a). These proposals and other alternatives are surveyed and ompared
to GB theory in many pla es (Boe kx, 2008 ; Boe kx and Grohmann, 2007; Boskovi, 2007; Hornstein,
Lasnik, and Uriagereka, 2007; Rizzi, 1997), but it remains un lear how movement should be bounded.
As noted in x1.1, IM is triggered by a ertain kind of orresponden e between the features of a
li ensing head or `probe' and an element that needs to be li ensed, a `goal'. One idea is that a probe
is a `fun tional' element with an unvalued feature; it seeks a goal with a mat hing feature; the goal
assigns a value to the probe; and IM o urs if the probe has a ertain additional property (e.g. an
`EPP' feature). It is on eivable that the rst steps of identifying a mat hing pair and assigning a
feature value ould o ur without movement, an operation alled Agree (Chomsky, 2008; Chomsky,
2007; Chomsky, 2000a). In GB theory, agreement was often supposed to be a re ex of lo al spe i erhead relations (Kayne, 1989; Sporti he, 1998), but many re ent proposals assume that agreement is
a long-distan e, movement-like relation (Chomsky, 2000b), as in the following Hindi example from
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Boe kx (2004) in whi h the matrix verb haah agrees not with its subje t but with the embedded
obje t
(3) Vivek-ne [kitaab parh-nii℄ haah-ii
Vivek-erg book.f read-inf.f want-pfv.v
`Vivek wants to read the book'
In su h approa hes, Agree is often assumed to have di erent lo ality onditions from IM, attributed
to the fa t that it does not move any material with phoneti properties, but simply assigns values to
features.

1.4 Head movement

In GB theory, phrasal movement is distinguished from head movement. The two operations seem not
only to displa e di erent kinds of elements, but they seem to respe t di erent lo ality requirements
(Koopman, 1983; Travis, 1984), and unlike phrasal movement, head movement seems to have no
semanti onsequen es. This perspe tive has been hallenged on a number of fronts. Brody (2000)
proposes that at least some head movement is a re ex of synta ti stru ture. Chomsky suggests
that this operation might operate at the phoneti interfa e, with stri ter lo ality onditions and no
semanti e e ts for that reason (Chomsky, 1995b; Chomsky, 2000b; Boe kx and Stjepanovi , 2001).
But re ent work suggests that head movement a tually does have semanti e e ts (Matushansky, 2006;
Roberts, 2006). Furthermore, omparative and dia hroni studies suggest that head movement and
phrasal movement are losely related (den Besten and Edmondson, 1983; Kro h and Santorini, 1991).
Koopman and Szabol si (2000) propose that many apparent head movements are really instan es of
`remnant movement'. A remnant movement is movement of a a phrase from whi h something has
already been extra ted. When a phrase moves after all of its spe i ers and omplements (if any) have
been extra ted, this phrasal movement will look like head movement, if it is appropriately bounded. In
GB analyses, remnant movement was usually blo ked by some version of the Proper Binding Constraint
(PBC), whi h requires that a moved phrase always - ommands its tra e (Fiengo, 1977; Lasnik and
Saito, 1994).5 But the PBC blo ks a number of seemingly well-supported, early analyses in English,
German, Nweh and many other languages (den Besten and Webelhuth, 1990; Nkemnji, 1995):
(4) a. [VP Criti ized by his boss t1 ℄2 John1 has never been t2 .
b. [AP How likely [t1 to win℄℄2 is3 John1 t3 t2 ?
. [VP t1 Gelesen℄2 hat [das Bu h℄1 [keiner t2 ℄.
read
has the book noone
d. njikem a ke [te ti akend=8℄j pfti tj
he
Agr P1 neg plaintains eat
These and other analyses nally toppled the PBC (Muller, 1998; Abels, 2007), allowing new analyses
like Kayne's (1998, p.134) stru ture (5a), and the treatment of Hungarian verbal omplexes proposed
by Koopman and Szabol si (2000, p.62) in (5b):
(5) a. John [VP reads t1 ℄2 [no novels℄1 t2 .
b. Nem akartam kezdeni [szet szedni t1 ℄2 a [radiot℄1 ℄ t2
not wanted-1sg begin-inf apart take-inf
the radio-a
With this kind of remnant movement, the empiri al arguments for head movement an be reassessed.
The proper treatment of what GB theory alls `head movement' relations remains an open question.

2

Algebrai analyses

Although the qui k survey of re ent work in the previous se tion might seem to suggest that everything
is in ux in Minimalist theory, the relative simpli ity of re ent proposals has allowed mathemati al
analyses that reveal a remarkable onsensus, not just among various minimalist proposals (Thm. 2),
but also between these and other grammati al traditions (Thm. 1). From this perspe tive, the many
5 This

requirement is dis ussed, but not named, in Higginbotham (1997, x5.2).

hanges and ontroversies reviewed in the previous se tion involve matters of detail, relatively small
adjustments in a framework that is fairly stable and fairly simple. That is, many of the adjustments at
the enter of ontroversies now, adjustments dire ted towards providing the most insightful perspe tive,
are not a e ting the broad mathemati al and omputational properties of grammar. One ex eption,
dis ussed below, on erns the fundamental properties of movement, IM.
As just reviewed, GB derivations build a basi tree (`D-stru ture') whi h is then repeatedly altered,
but Minimalist proposals are mu h simpler. Certain operations simply apply to onstru t omplexes
from lexi al items. This suggests that, at least as a good rst approximation, Minimalist grammars
de ne (partial) algebras by losing a nite set of (lexi al) elements with respe t to a small number of
(partial) stru ture building operations (Keenan and Stabler, 2003).6
For ea h ategorial feature N, V, A, P,. . . , let's suppose that we have orresponding sele tion
features =N, =V, =A, =P,. . . . And in addition to the `li ensor' features +Wh, +Case, +Fo us,. . . ,
we have orresponding `li ensee' features -Wh, -Case, -Fo us,. . . . Call the set of ategorial, sele tion,
li ensor, and li ensee features F . Using standard spellings of words  to represent phoneti and
semanti properties, we pair sequen es  2  of these elements with feature sequen es 2 F  using
a binary type onstru tor :: for lexi al items, obtaining pairs  :: . A lexi on Lex is a nite set of
string-feature sequen e pairs  :: . In derived, non-lexi al expressions, sequen es  2  and features
2 F  will be paired with a di erent onstru tor : to yield  : .
We de ne stru ture building fun tions mapping trees to trees, so we regard Lex as providing a sto k
of 1-node labeled trees, where the labels are the stru tured arrays  :: of features. As mentioned
above, in some of the prominent Minimalist theories, heads pre ede the rst elements they merge with
(their ` omplements') and follow any later elements they merge with (their `spe i ers'). With this
preliminary assumption, it is onvenient to put the linear order into the synta ti trees. Nothing in
the syntax will refer to this order, so we an regard it as oming from the phoneti interfa e, following
standard Minimalist proposals. So instead of building pairs fX; fX; Y gg, we will build labeled ordered
trees with a linear order signifying the temporal sequen e (to whi h the synta ti operations will never
refer), and marking the head of ea h omplex not by linear position in a pair but by labeling internal
nodes with symbols > or < that `point' to the head. So for example, in the following tree, node 1 is
the head, with omplement 2 and spe i er 3:
3

>
<

1 2
A tree with one node heads itself, and in any tree with more than one node, we nd the head of the
tree by following the arrows from the root. The maximal proje tion of any head n is the largest subtree
headed by n. At the leaves, we will have pairs of phoneti -synta ti feature sequen es  :: or  : .
When no onfusion will result, we sometimes write the 1-node tree with label  :  simply as .
We an now de ne stru ture building operations em and im inspired by the Minimalist operations
EM and IM. When the head of a tree is labeled  :: f or  : f , so that its synta ti features begin
with feature f , we sometimes refer to that tree as t[f ℄ and use t to represent the result of deleting the
rst feature f and possibly hanging the type to :, so that the head of t is labeled  : . De ne the
fun tion em from pairs of trees to trees as follows,

8 <
>>
<t t
(t1 [=f ℄; t2 [f ℄) = > 1 > 2 if t1 has exa tly 1 node
>:t t

em

otherwise.
Noti e that em is triggered by a sele tion feature =f and a orresponding ategory f , deleting both.
Now we de ne the unary fun tion im whi h applies to a tree if and only if, rst, its head has
rst synta ti feature +f , and se ond, it satis es the following simple version of the `shortest move
onstraint' (SMC): the tree ontains at most one head with rst synta ti feature -f . The value of the
fun tion is the result of repla ing the maximal proje tion of the t[-f ℄ subtree with the empty subtree ,
2

6 Compare,

for example, Chomsky (2000b, pp.100-101).

1

and put the orresponding subtree t with -f deleted into spe i er position. That is, letting tft1 7! t2 g
be the result of repla ing t1 by t2 in t, and letting t>1 be the maximal proje tion of the head of t1 ,
>

if (SMC) exa tly one head in t1 [+f ℄
>
> 7! g
has -f as its rst feature.
im(t1 [+f ℄) = t2 t1 ft2 [-f ℄
So im is triggered by a li ensor feature +f and a orresponding li ensee feature -f , deleting both.
Let's all these simple grammars G = hLex; fem; imgi MGs after the Minimalist grammars that
inspire them. Sin e MG generating fun tions em; im are xed, ea h MG is determined by its lexi on
Lex. For any su h grammar, let the stru tures S (G) be the losure of Lex with respe t to em; im.
Let the ompleted stru tures be the trees in S (G) with exa tly 1 synta ti feature, namely, the `start'
ategory at the head. And let the set of senten es L(G) be the phoneti yields of ompleted stru tures.
For example, onsider the following grammar G with 8 lexi al items, numbered here for onvenien e:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Marie::D
praises::=D =D V
::=V +wh
who::D -wh

Pierre::D
knows::=C =D V
::=V C
and::=C =C C

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Applying em and im to these items, we nd some of the stru tures in S (G):
im(11)=(12)
em(3,10)=(11)
em(9,1)=(10)
em(2,4)=(9)

praises:=D V

who:-wh

:+wh

C

Marie

<

praises:V

who

<

>

Marie

<

>

who:-wh

praises

<
:C

>

>

Marie

<

who:-wh

<

praises

(To redu e lutter, when a node is labeled  : , we simply write , and when a node is labeled  : 
we do not write any label at all.) If C is the designated `start' ategory, then these steps show that
who Marie praises is in the set of senten es L(G). We an also derive Marie praises Pierre, and Pierre
knows who Marie praises, and in nitely many other senten es. In GB theory, the tree (12) would be
something like this, o-indexing the moved element DP0 with its tra e t0 :
CP

DP0
C'
D' C
VP
D
DP
V'
who D' V
DP
D praises t0
Marie
MGs an de ne non- ontext-free languages. For example, letting Gxx be the grammar de ned by
the following 7 element lexi on, with start ategory T, Lxx = fxxj x 2 fa; bg g:
a::=A +l T -l
b::=B +l T -l b
a::=T +r A -r
b::=T +r B -r
::=T +r +l T
::T -r -l
::T
Among the derived stru tures in S (Gxx ), we nd the tree on the left below, pronoun ed abab, whi h
in GB-like notation would be as on the right:
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TP
TP4

>
>
<
<

TP2

>

>

>

b

>

a

<
<

<

b

T'

:T

TP0

T'
T'

T

T' T

AP b

T a

t1

a

BP3
BP
t3

T'

AP1
TP0
t0

B'
A'

B

A

TP b

a

t0

T
TP

TP
t4

t2

GB-style notation indi ates the history of the derivation by oindexing ea h moved element Xi with
its tra es ti , making it easy to see that there are several remnant movements in this MG derivation:
there are two extra tions from the moved phrase TP4 , one from the moved phrase TP2 , three from
BP3 , and so on. It is important to observe that although this language is sometimes alled a ` opy
language', the grammar does not use any opying operation; no operation applies to an argument to
yield a stru ture that ontains two opies of that argument.
The MGs de ned here are based on the slightly more omplex grammars of Stabler (1997). They
have been used to apture a range of Minimalist proposals, allowing areful study of their formal
properties.
Theorem 1.
(Vijay-Shanker, Weir and Joshi 1987; Mi haelis 1998, 2001; Harkema, 2001)
L(CF)L(TAG)=L(CCG)L(MG)=L(MCTAG)=L(MCFG)=L(LCFRS)L(CS),7
where L(CF) is the set of languages de ned by ontext free grammars; L(TAG) is the languages
de nable by tree adjoining grammars (Joshi, 1987); L(MCTAG) is the languages de nable by
set-lo al multiple- omponent tree adjoining grammars (Joshi, 1987; Weir, 1988); L(CCG) is
the languages de nable by ombinatory ategorial grammars as de ned by Vijay-Shanker,
Weir, and Joshi (1987); L(MG) is the languages de nable by MGs; L(MCFG) is the languages
de nable by multiple ontext free grammars (Seki et al., 1991); L(LCFRS) is the languages
de nable by linear ontext free rewrite systems (Weir, 1988); and, L(CS) is the languages
de ned by ontext sensitive grammars.
These proofs of equations in Theorem 1 are onstru tive, showing how, for example, given an arbitrary
MG grammar, we an onstru t a multiple ontext free grammar (MCFG) whi h de nes exa tly the
same language. The needed onstru tions are quite straightforward, suggesting a similarity in their
re ursive me hanisms. The translation from MGs to the well-studied MCFG, for example, allows n
step MG derivations to orrespond to isomorphi n-step MCFG derivations.8 In fa t, some of these
re ipes for translating between grammars have been automated as a kind of ompilation step. The
MG languages are `mildly ontext sensitive' in the sense of Joshi (1985), and they an be re ognized
in polynomial time (Harkema, 2000).
The MGs de ned above use stru ture-building rules that are rather similar to standard Minimalist
proposals, but better insight into theoreti al proposals might be obtained by enri hing and adjusting
the simple MG with more of the me hanisms reviewed in x1. Many su h studies have been arried out,
revealing a surprising expressive equivalen e of many ideas:
7 For linguists who believe that there is be a xed, universal set of features that trigger movement in human languages,
it may be of interest to note that the referen es ited establish an in nite subhierar hy between L(CF) and L(MG). Let
a k-MG be an MG in whi h there are k di erent features f su h that +f appears in the lexi on. Then L(0-MG)=L(CF),
and for any k  0, and L(k-MG)L((k + 1)-MG).
8 Given the ontroversies around the use of empty ategories in Chomskian grammar, it is interesting to note that
while the straightforward translation of MGs to MCFGs preserves the empty ategories, Seki et al. (1991, Lemma 2.2)
show how, given any MCFG, it is possible to onstru t an equivalent grammar with no empty ategories (ex ept possibly
the omplete, empty senten e) and no rules that delete string arguments, but this onstru tion an in rease grammar
size exponentially.
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(Mi haelis 2001, 2002; Kobele 2002; Stabler 1997, 2001, 2003, 2010)
L(MG)=L(MGH)=L(MT)=L(DMG)=L(CMG)=L(PMG),
where MGH extends MG with head movement and with overt phrasal movement (QR); MT
is a version of Brody's `mirror theory'; DMG modi es MGs so that sele tion of heads and
spe i ers an be on the left or on the right; CMG extends MGs by rst on ating li ensors
with sele tors, and li ensees with ategories, and also allowing ertain features to persist when
he ked; and nally PMG extends MGs by designating ertain ategorial features as `phases'
whi h blo k extra tion from their omplements.
The proofs of these results are again onstru tive, providing re ipes for onversions between formalisms
with slightly di erent me hanisms.
The onvergen e of formalisms revealed by Theorems 1 and 2 might be taken as on rmation of the
hypothesis that human languages are MG de nable, on rming Joshi's (1985) hypothesis that human
languages are `mildly ontext sensitive'. MG variants not onforming to this hypothesis are easily
de ned (Gartner and Mi haelis, 2007; Kobele, 2005; Kobele and Mi haelis, 2005), but mainly, these
involve theoreti al proposals that are not well motivated.
The idea that the onvergen e represented by Theorems 1 and 2 supports the hypothesis that
human languages are MG de nable has been seriously atta ked, though, as being too weak and as
being too strong. Noti e that these atta ks on ern not just a parti ular Minimalist proposal or even
Minimalism in general, but a wide range of proposals in various traditions of syntax.
The idea that the onvergen e is too weak omes mainly from the fa t that, while the re ognition
problem for MG de nable languages is polynomial, the `universal re ognition problem' for MGs { a
problem in ludes grammar size along with input size parameters { is intra table, EXP-POLY time
omplete (Kaji et al., 1994, 1992; Satta, 1992). So for example, if one thinks of the language learner
as exploring the lass of MGs using a universal parsing strategy (possibly involving some kind of MG
ompilation to obtain a feasible re ognizer), then both grammar size and input size matter, and this
intra tability result suggests that some reformulation of the problem may be required.9 Perhaps we
should try to see human languages as falling in a more restri ted lass. Let a k-MG be an MG in
whi h there are k di erent features f su h that +f appears in the lexi on (see footnote 7). Then we
ould onsider the stronger hypothesis that human languages are in L(k-MG) for some parti ular k,
or in L(TAG).
The idea that the onvergen e represented by the previous Theorems is already too strong { i.e.
in spite of the onvergen e of independent formalisms and traditions, it is simply false that human
languages are MG de nable { omes from a number of fronts. Various linguists have pointed out
apparent regularities in human languages whi h are not de nable by MG-equivalent formalisms. These
in lude Old Georgian ase marking (Mi haelis and Kra ht, 1997), German s rambling (Rambow, 1994),
and Chinese number names (Radzinski, 1991). More entral to the Minimalist program is eviden e
of opying in syntax, mentioned above. Intuitively, the stru ture building rules of MGs and similar
formalisms merge and rearrange substrings, but opying rules double their arguments. Chomsky's IM
and similar proposals are expli itly and intentionally presented as opying proposals: a multidominan e
stru ture is reated by IM in whi h a single element (of unbounded size) may have more than one
parent, allowing it to be pronoun ed (or partially pronoun ed) in more than one position. If the
pronun iation of stru tures built by IM an involve pronoun ing a omplete phrase in multiple pla es,
as suggested in x1.2 above, this an a e t the expressive power of the grammar signi antly. Kobele
(2006) de nes su h an extension of MGs, and shows that the de nable languages fall in the lass of
parallel multiple ontext free (PMCFG) languages, where L(MCFG)L(PMCFG). The MG variants
of Theorem 2 an all be modi ed in this way to allow opying in ertain instan es of im, produ ing
a similarly equivalent but now more expressive range of grammati al options, de ning languages in
L(PMCFG) with harder but still polynomial re ognition problems (Seki et al., 1991). It appears that
most Minimalist synta ti ians are persuaded that a step of this kind is empiri ally well-supported, but
the question is ertainly not settled. We seem to have arguments for more restri tive grammars and
for less restri tive grammars. Mu h urrent mathemati al interest is fo used on this problem.
Theorem 2.

9 Cf., Barton, Berwi k, and Ristad (1987, x8) on GPSG. While GPSGs de ne only ontext free languages, re ognizable
in polynomial time, the universal re ognition problem for GPSG is EXP-POLY time hard.

3 Logi al and ategorial analyses
3.1 MSO and tree automata
As noted by Higginbotham (1997, x7.3), logi al studies of GB theory (Rogers 1994, 1999; Kra ht 1995)
on luded that it is a ontext free grammar notation, up to o-indexing of onstituents. But those
formalizations blo ked `remnant movement' with the PBC, as dis ussed in x1.4 above. La king the

prohibition of remnant movement, MGs de ne a lass of languages that stri tly in ludes the ontext
free languages. The logi al onne tion between automata and logi al de nability established by Bu hi
(1960) and Elgot (1961), whi h set the stage for the extension to tree automata and Rogers' study of
GB theory, has inspired analyses of non- ontext-free language lasses like this (Monni h, 2007; Kobele,
Retore, and Salvati, 2007; Kolb et al., 2003; Mi haelis, Monni h, and Morawietz, 2000; Mi haelis,
Monni h, and Morawietz, 2001). In parti ular, Bloem and Engelfriet (2000) have shown how monadi
se ond order logi an be used to spe ify an output tree as a ertain kind of modi ation of an input
tree, and su h a transdu er is `dire tion preserving' if the dire ted edges of the input tree orrespond
to similarly dire ted edges of the output tree. Using this notion,
Theorem 3.
(Monni h, 2007) For every MG, there is a strongly equivalent dire tion preserving tree
transdu er de nable in monadi se ond-order logi .
Although trees are ompli ated obje ts and so the formal theory of tree automata remains a spe ialized
topi , this perspe tive on Chomskian proposals is remarkably simple and illuminating.

3.2 Type logi al grammar

A di erent kind of logi al perspe tive on Minimalist proposals is provided by multimodal higher-order
type logi (Moortgat, 1996, x4). That system has Turing power (Carpenter, 1999; Moot, 2002) so of
ourse it an en ode any MG derivation, but a parti ularly transparent representation is suggested
by Vermaat (2004), with a re ipe for representing any MG analysis as a type-logi al proof.10 To
represent trees, we use the binary modalities > ; <, and for ea h MG grammar li ensee +f , we use
unary modalities 2f , }f to ontrol the asso iation of string positions related by im, as allowed by the
following stru tural postulates (for i 2 f<; >g):
}f (A > B ) ! }f A > B
[P 1℄
}f A > (B i C ) ! B i (C < }f A) [P 2℄
}f A > (B i C ) ! B i (}f A > C ): [P 2℄
Then the 4 step MG derivation of who Marie praises shown in the previous se tion orresponds to the
following proof.
who ` 2whD [2whE ℄
praises ` (Dn<V)=<D hwhoiwh ` D [=<E ℄
Marie ` D
praises Æ< hwhoiwh ` Dn>V
[n> E ℄
C ` C=< V
Marie Æ> (praises Æ< hwhoiwh) ` V
[=< E ℄
C Æ< (Marie Æ> (praises Æ< hwhoiwh)) ` C
[P 2℄
C Æ< (hwhoiwh Æ> (Marie Æ> praises)) ` C
[
P 3℄
hwhoiwh Æ> (C Æ< (Marie Æ> praises)) ` C [P 1℄
hwho Æ> (C Æ< (Marie Æ> praises))iwh ` C [2 I ℄
who Æ> (C Æ< (Marie Æ> praises)) ` 2wh C wh
Noti e that the lexi al premises are here pla ed at the top of the proof tree, with the on lusion at
the root on the bottom. It is easy to re ognize in this proof the rst merging of the lexi al elements,
followed by the movement of the wh-phrase to initial position where the wh modality of who an
`unlo k' the whole phrase.
10 Although multimodal type logi s have Turing power, a \lands ape" of grammars that in ludes weaker systems is
presented by Moortgat (1996). And Moot (2002, x9.3) surveys omplexity results for multi-modal type logi s and observes
(Thm.9.16) that with only `non-expanding' stru tural postulates, these logi s de ne only ontext sensitive languages.

Considering this representation of Minimalist derivations, Vermaat points out that they are unnatural in the type logi al perspe tive in a number of fundamental respe ts. First, most work in ategorial
approa hes avoids the use of empty ategories as a way to li ense type onversions, sin e the logi itself determines in a non-ad-ho way whi h type onversions are valid (Moortgat, 1996, Prop.2.18, for
example). Se ond, as in the earlier GB theory, in most Minimalist proposals, all the elimination steps
are rst order. That is, the type that is eliminated is always a simple ategory, and never a higher
order type.11 Finally, and more fundamentally, movement is here treated by the stru tural postulates
whi h, under a Curry-Howard orresponden e, will have no semanti onsequen es. In type logi al
grammar, it is mu h more natural to treat movement as the elimination of an empty assumption,
whi h orresponds by Curry-Howard to -abstra tion.
From the Minimalist perspe tive, on the other hand, the type logi al analyses seem unnatural in
a number of respe ts too. First, the use of empty ategories, as for example in the ase of optionally
pronoun ed omplementizers and relative pronouns, is linguisti ally natural (and see footnote 8).
Se ond, while MG derivations are quite naturally emulated in type logi al grammar, a number of the
easy MG extensions look like they will be more hallenging for the type logi ian. In parti ular, while
it is indeed unnatural to treat movement with stru tural postulates la king semanti onsequen es,
the type logi al alternative of treating movement as a kind of assumption dis harge looks problemati
too, parti ularly be ause of the possibility that the moved element may be pronoun ed in more than
one pla e, as dis ussed in x1.2 above. The addition of opying to MGs is notationally and on eptually
straightforward, and an be done in su h a way that the resulting grammars are all PMCFGs with
known, polynomial re ognition methods (Kobele, 2006). It is not lear how type logi al grammar
should handle this.12 More generally, while type logi al grammar naturally aptures the basi predi ate
argument relations of MGs, it is less lear how it will extend to agreement, ase marking, and other
distin tions of human languages. Finally, while the type logi al framework an emulate MG derivations,
no type logi al hara terization of the MG de nable languages is known.
Given these di eren es, it is no surprise that various mixtures of the two traditions are being
explored (Kanazawa and Salvati, 2007; Retore and Salvati, 2007; Amblard, 2007; Vermaat, 2006;
Le omte and Retore, 1999), not so mu h to faithfully realize earlier Chomskian proposals but rather
to attain an elegant and empiri ally well supported approa h.

4

The future

Many developments in the Minimalist program ould not be mentioned in this short review. Only a few
of these have been arefully studied, but very many are now within easy rea h. The general tenden y
towards simpler me hanisms in Minimalist syntax has allowed substantial and rigorous omparisons
of proposals, both within the Chomskian tradition and a ross traditions. Parti ularly signi ant is
the onvergen e of Minimalist me hanisms and proposals in the tradition of tree adjoining grammar:
minimalist grammars (without opying) are \mildly ontext sensitive" in Joshi's sense, and are naturally formalized by grammars that are very similar to other well understood mildly ontext sensitive
formalisms. It is on eivable that, with further results of this sort, Minimalism will bring the ri h
empiri al and theoreti al urrents of Chomskian syntax into a more a essible form, beginning an era
of more sophisti ated language studies that trans end traditional and dis iplinary boundaries.
11 This assumption of GB and Minimalist theorizing is o asionally made expli it. For example, Koopman and
Sporti he (1991, p.215) say, \No ategory takes as a omplement a synta ti ategory orresponding to a non-saturated
predi ate." Various Minimalist proposals, like the `parallel merge' (Citko, 2005) mentioned in footnote 2, an be seen
as ways of allowing non- rst-order steps.
12 Note again that it is a simple matter to apply Vermaat's re ipe to the example derivation for abab 2 L
xx in x2 above.
But in the rst pla e, that grammar does not have opying in the sense of an operation that doubles the pronoun ed
length of its arguments. And in the se ond pla e, Vermaat does not establish that the lexi al type assignments provided
by her re ipe de ne exa tly the language Lxx . Similarly Shan (2005, Figure 2.30) gives a type logi al grammar for Lxx ,
but does not establish that his grammar does, in fa t, de ne exa tly Lxx . In ontrast, it is relatively easy to establish
that simple MGs or MCFGs for this language are orre t with an indu tion on derivation length (Cornell, 1996, for
example).
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